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I.Listen to the interviev and choose the appropriate item. 
  1.Benjamin Osborn is… 
     a) a famous English writer 
     b) a historian of literature 
     c) a person who writes about good and bad qualities of literature 
  2. …didn’t live a long life. 
     a) Arthur Conan Doyle 
     b) Arthur Conan Doyle’s parents 
     c) Arthur Conan Doyle’s father 
  3. Conan Doyle began his literature career… 
     a) when he was working as a doctor 
     b) being a medical student 
     c) travelling on board a ship to the Arctic 
  4. Conan Doyle published his first detective story in… 
     a) 1787     b) 1887     c) 1878 
  5. Conan Doyle wrote… 
    a) only stories   b) different stories and novels   c) only detective stories and 
novels 
  6. “Holmes’s Last Case” was …written by Conan Doyle. 
     a) the last story about Sherlock Holmes 
     b) the last but one story about Sherlock Holmes 
     c) was not the last story about Sherlock Holmes 
 
II. Complete the text with the derivatives of the words. 
  In 1956 a young man from the 1----------------part of the US                 south 
Made a record called “Heartbreak Hotel”. His name was Elvis Presley. 
It was the 2 ---------------of many hits for Presley and one of the             one 
3 --------------modern pop records. “Pop” is popular music. Pop tells       one 
you it is OK to feel the way you do and be 4 -------------------------- .       differ 
It is about 5 ----------------------- and troubles of our life. Pop can be       happy 
Strange, it can be fun, it can be 6 ----------------------- .                             danger 
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For the people who work in the pop business, it is 7 -------------------      usual 
about making money. Pop says something important in a 
8 -------------------------- way. There is 9 --------------------  beauty, vary 
of songs and sounds which speak to everyone. 
 
III. Write collective nouns. 
  1) a ------------- of roses           2) a ----------------- of whales 
  3) a ------------- of sheep          4) a ----------------- of sticks 
  5) a ------------- of keys            6) a ----------------- of birds 
  7) a ------------- of fish             7) a ----------------- of elephants 
  9) a ------------- of cows          10) a ---------------- 0f bees 
  11) a ------------ of lions          12) a ---------------- of dogs 
 
IV. Put the nouns in their plural forms. 
  Harmonium -                                                     wife - 
  Forget-me-not - 
  Spicies –                                                            deer - 
  Father-in-law –                                                 passer-by - 
  Lily of the valley – 
  Commander-in chief – 
  Businessman – 
 
V. Cjmplete the sentences with the appropriate articles: a (an), the, zero. 
 1.Ms Newton makes -------- money as aan agent. 
 2.We got ----- interesting experience working with children. 
 3.I’d like ---- chocolate ice-cream and ---- glass of apple juice. 
 4.I remember  the pleasant smell of ----- perfume my mum liked. 
 5.Gold is ---- metal and silver is --- metal too. 
 6.How can you make --- pizza without --- cheese? 
 7.------ water is much warmer today. Are you going to swim? 
 8.Let’s put some ideas on ---- paper. 
 9.What’s ----- salad you made yesterday?  
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